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About This Game

Fulfill your dream of flying withAerofly FS 1 Flight Simulator!

Aerofly FS 1 lets you enter the world of flying in a quality never seen before. Aerofly FS 1 sets a high value on realistic flight
physics, highly detailed aircraft and terrain and smooth frame rates. At the same time,Aerofly FS 1 features an intuitive user

interface and requires virtually no training time. Fly either with your joystick, gamepad, mouse or keyboard.

The highly detailed aircraft and ultra realistic flight physics give you a stunning level of realism. Take your seat in the cockpit
and enjoy flying over the beautiful scenery of Switzerland with its fantastic mountains. Choose the comfortable Robin DR-400
for sightseeing, use the Discus glider to climb in thermals or practice your aerobatic skills in high performance aircraft like the
Extra 330. Experience the thrill of speed flying the F-18 low-level through deep valleys and over the highest peaks of the Swiss

alps.

 Key Features

Highly detailed aircraft with animated instruments

Ultra realistic flight physics

High resolution aerial photos of Switzerland with a resolution of up to 3 feet

Many detailed general aviation airfields with realistic runways and buildings
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Intuitive user interface, use either a joystick, gamepad, mouse or keyboard to fly

Interactive flight challenges for beginners as well as experts

Sophisticated simulation of wind and thermals with graphic wind field display

Display terrain features like mountains, lakes and cities for easy navigation

Integrated moving map for easier navigation

TrackIR support
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Title: Aerofly FS 1 Flight Simulator
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IPACS
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 / Windows Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon64 X2

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:ATI Radeon HD 4850 or NVIDIA GeForce 9600 with 512 MB

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:24 GB HD space

Additional:For an optimum flying experience the use of a USB joystick is recommended.

English,German
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I also needed to re-enter the install key ... but one email to Aerofly support and a new key was generated, and off I went. Don't
let something as trivial as this change your mind about a rock solid PC flight simulation experience.. I read all the negative
reviews and was very reluctant to buy this flight sim. But boy am I glad I got it (for around US$8 equivalent). This is an
excellent game for the money. Yes, it only covers Switzerland, but it does so in stunning detail. There is nothing generic about
the scenery and no repeating patterns. Everything is exactly as it is in real life, towns look like towns and appear where they
should, rivers and lakes are where they should be. The scenery is breathtaking and you will have to do a lot of flying to see all of
it. The aircraft look, feel and sound real and they are fantastic. Yes they don't have alll the intricate details of a study sim, but
they do the job just fine. I've come a long way with flight simulators such as FSX, X-Plane, P3D, DCS World, IL-2. You name
it, I had it. And this sim is fantastic. I like the moving map which you can pop on or off and the info panel which you can hide
or display. I like the way that you set up the controls, it is so much better than FSX, P3D or Xplane. I like the way my TrackIr
works with it. I like the challenges (mini-missions) and Dovetail can take some lessons here for their crappy Flight School. I am
simply having a ball with this sim and cannot believe how cheap it is. You're getting a whole game with 8 great aircraft, detailed
scenery for a whole country, a bunch of missions\/challenges, and something like 34 airfields, all for the price of one heavily
discounted FSX add-on. Perhaps it is a good thing that I waited this long to get Aerofly FS 1 and for all the problems to be
sorted out, because all I can see here is a really cheap, really enjoyable and really good-looking flight sim.. aerofly FS is a flight
sim for beginners and more advanced pilots.
The glider and ultra-light flight simulation is really rather good.
The sim can be used for training approaches and landings with single-engine propeller aircraft as well.
There are plenty of airfields and nice scenery from Switzerland to fly in.

The simulation is not that good for fighter jets, you need to look at DCS for high-quality simulation of those.
However, jets in this can be fun still even if not most accurate flight simulation.

The developers of aerofly also have different product for RC-plane and helicopter simulation and training (hook up RC
transmitter to PC for example), if you aim at improving RC skills then that might be better choice.

Depending on what you are after this does have good points and value for money.
For relaxing and training with glider or ultra-light this is a good choice.
For combat with modern jets you need to look at other choices.
. With beautiful Switzerland landscape and nice flight models this flight simulator looks good if you haven't flown it yet. But
first thing you will notice is that nothing really works. Try switching something via your cockpit buttons and you hit a wall
because there is no functionality on the buttons.

Being only limited to Switzerland is also a very big downside. The world also seems unreal with only sun shining all the time and
bright colours. Because the sim is so limited it cannot really compete with X-Plane and FSX. It is only good for soaring. Unless
the developers expand the world and give more indepth features for it i dont recommend getting this. You can get quality
addons for fsx with the price of this game that give as high level of detail to Switzerland as is presented here and you can use it
with much indepth simulator FSX.. Locks you out and will not accept your serial number if you have to re-install the game. I
had a HD crash and had to re-install all my Steam games on the new drive. Customer support for this game ignores you and does
not answer communications. The web site for this indicates re-installs are not permitted and the game MUST be re-purchased.
Not only is this a violation of Steam TOS but it is also fraud, total sham!. FYI, if you're seeing the reviews of people saying that
it is a 1-time install, that USED to be true, but they fixed it quite a while ago: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/aerofly-
fs\/announcements\/detail\/125324505248380391

I've played this game only a little bit and absolutely loved it. Flying through the topology of Switzerland is the only reason I
bought this and it did not disappoint at all. The flight controls are fairly easy and it has surprisingly realistic physics. Terrain and
textures are really great compared to most flight sims. Wish it had support for the Oculus Rift CV1, would be even more
amazing with that.. Don't buy it, just don't.

The game itself is nice, fancy stalite images and stuff. The reason why you should not buy this is the following:
This game uses not steams licensing model. You need to enter a Serial-Code to unlock it. You get one of them when you buy the
game through steam. But as soon do a clean reinstal (for example new OS setup), you have to enter the key again and you get a
message saying "The key is already in use". I contacted their support three times (with 2-3 weeks between every email) to ask
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them to reactivate my key. They just ignore you and dont answer. Even when I thread them in the 3rd mail to take legal steps
they just ignore you and don't answer.
After that I contacted Steam support and asked for a refund, as I obviously paid for a product I can't use now. They just told me
I have to contact the Ikarus (author company of aeroflyFS)...

To this day I still have this game in my library that I waste 50$ on and cant use it because of their bad customer support.
Please do not buy this and do not support such a company! They just want your money and leave you with an unuseable product
after!
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If you live in switzerland or want to explore this country, its the best you can get. You can overlay mountain, city and even town
names. I used it to familiarize with unknown Airports and regions, before travelling there. But if you think you need extra
realistic flight model, then buy Xplane or FSX and dream flying realistic... Anyway with none of them you will get the feeling
of an real VFR flight.. This game is AMAZING! this is the best flight sim have used the only problem was when i went in for
the first time all the textures were missing :\/ but a quick fix of the settings and it runs fine now! i defenitly reccomend getting
this. i do not have a high powerd rig but it runs fine so defenitly get this game!. 1 install; that's all you get before the hoops
begin!

Your purchasing the right to install this simulator without hassle ONCE; after that you have hoops to jump through; if you ever
reformat; switch rigs or bought this on steam for the convenience of it being in your steam library your in for a shocker of "this
key has already been registered" if you ever reformat, change hardware or switch machines.

This archaic form of DRM completely negates any product review I would have given as it overshadows every aspect of the
simulator. This guilty until proven innocent DRM needs to go.. Good flight SIM, nice and easy setup. GOod flightmodel and
scenerey. Only a few aircarft though, and you only fly in one well detailed area. That said, it's a little like the old MS flight SIM
games in terms of UI and easy setup. Doesn't take a while to setup like X-plane, and it's a lot more poilished in the UI area.

Good controller detection support as well.

It's a great starter or casual SIM experience. Would def reccomend .. Really pretty game with basically no gameplay. This game
should be called Switzerland simulator.

The mountains are gorgeous.
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